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Under KVIC Mini Cluster project, 12 centres
are being taken up in the states of Jarkhand,

West Bengal,Chattisghar,Orissa
and North East.

Under the scheme a 7 day workshop is
conducted in each of these centres along with

technology  and design inputs.
Two toolkits, Two sets of 4 hand operated

machines. Two tables, some special tools and
moulds are given to each group organised by

the NGO.
25 craft persons are trained. Each craft person

is given a mini-toolkit along with
the course material.

Two selected trainers from the group
are further trained at IDC for a week as part

of the scheme.
The comprehensive package

enables the NGOs to start off a Mini Bamboo
Centre around which a cluster can grow.

This report elucidates the proceedings of the
workshop held at Mudidih,Jarkhand organised

by PROPACE an NGO from that area.

7 day interactive Bamboo Product
Development  Workshop at
Mudidih -Jarkhand
2May to 8May.2004
organised by
PROPACE

Bans se Vikas 1

Address for  correspondence:
Prof.A.G.Rao

Industrial design Centre
IIT Bombay

Mumbai-400 076
e mail: <agrao @idc.iitb.ac.in>

tel: 022 2576 7828(O)

mailto:@idc.iitb.ac.in
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PROPACE is an NGO
registered in Ranchi,

Jharkhand 1998. It has eight
members on the board, in

addition to 6 active associates
in different disciplines.Mr

Sanjay Kumar Sharma has
been the main architect of its

activities. PRO PACE,
(Promotors of Pro Active

Energy) is involved in several
types of developmental

activities with broad aim of
human development.

Promotion of Land and Water
Management (LWM) based

livelihood
enhancement activities

Promotion of craft based
activities using natural fibers /
bamboo, have been the main

theme of ProPACE
apart from rural based

industries.  ProPACE has its
main office in Ranchi

Address:
Shreya Enclave, Bariatu,

Ranchi- 834 009.
tel 0651-2546931.

PROPACE
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Prof A G Rao from ‘BambU’ Studio IDC
IIT-B along with Mr Sanjay Sharma made an
initial visit to Mudidih and other villages where

bamboo craft work was going on. A training
centre assisted by PROPACE in Puralia (WB)

was also visited during the trip to assess the
craft level as well as the abilities of PROPACE

to continue the bamboo craft work. Craft
persons at Mudidih showed enthusiasm to

learn as well as commitment to learn.

Identification of MBC

Transportation of raw
material and thefinished

goods is one of the
problems in the area
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How to Reach

Mudidih is in Silli distrct
and  is about 60 Km from

Ranchi on the Ranchi
Puralia Road. The nearest

railway station is Mori
village where the INDAL

(Indian Aluminium Limited
),  now owned by Aditya

Birla is situated. Mudidih is
about 10 Kms from Mori.
one comes accross natural
picturesque sites as well as
over crowded vehicles  on

the way.
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INDAL campus

The IDC team stayed at INDAL
company’s  guest house.

INDAL Company provided stay
and food facilities for the IDC

team during the workshop
period.Only alternative place for

staying would have at Ranchi city.
 INDAL guest house is in the

residential campus of the
factory. The campus is a quiet,

beautiful place with a
small pond and

well maintained greenery.
It is near to the Dam and

hydroelectric plant which supplies
the electricity for aluminium

factory. In this area Naxalites have
been active and sometimes trains
coming from Patna to Ranchi are

looted near Mori. INDAL has
been assisting in rural

develoment programmes in the
surrounding villages in

collaboration with  PROPACE.

Working facilities at Mudidih

As part of the village development
programme, INDAL  has  constructed

 a workshed, along with a  room at
Mudidih. The lockable  store room is
being used for storing other materials

for farm work. The open hall was used
for conducting the workshop. In the

last 2 days electric light was connected
as the craft persons wanted to work till

late in the evening.
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Raw Materials
Bamboo grows in the surrounding areas but

Mahuli community in the village is totally
dependent on bamboo craft work. They do

not have land so are unable to grow bamboo
themselves.Two varieties of bamboo used by

craft persons are
        .) Ropa  4” to 6 “ diametre 30 feet long.

      .) Junglee or Pahalee (strictus)
1.5” diametre 20 feet long.

The villagers buy the bamboo from nearby
villages. They prefer 1 year or 2 year old

bamboo for their basket work as the bamboo
is soft at this stage. Unfortunately 1 year old

bamboo is more prone to insect attack as the
bamboo maturing age is minimum of 3 years.
Villagers spend as much as half a day to buy
and bring one or two bamboos as they go to
different villages. Cutting 1 year old bamboo

also damages the bamboo culm growth
because of this farmers will cut only one side
of the bamboo clusters allowing the bamboo
to grow other side. Due to this reason 1 year

old bamboo is not easily available from the
same village, forcing   the craftpersons to go

to different villages to get the bamboo.
A programme of growing ‘bamboo for craft

needs’ in the nearby waste lands would benifit
the craft venture in a big way. It is important
to plant the variety required by craftpersons

(like Ropa bamboo) in the wasteland
afforestation programmes. Often Forest

departments are supplying the thorny variety
of bamboo (Katang) as the saplings are easily

available to them.

Cost of Ropa bamboo is Rs 40 to Rs 50
(20 - 25 feet long) where as
Junglee bamboo is cheaper around Rs 30 for
a much longer length (30-40 feet)
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Craft Skills

Since the Mahuli community are
traditionally bamboo workers, they have

weaving skills. The demand for well woven
baskests being limited only few of them

acquire special skills. When we asked them
to bring any unusual bamboo craft products

which they have made, they brought few
interesting products which they had. Such

products are marketed in local fairs.
The main product of the village has been
baskets of carrying chicken and general

storage baskets depending on the demand.
On the inagural day we saw a truck coming

to the village and filling up the ‘chicken
baskets’ which were made over the week.

The baskets were not finished but were
sold at low rates. One basket was only

fetching Rs 5 as labour.
A single craft person was able to earn only

about Rs 35. About 40-50 craft perons
were engaged in bamboo craft work at

Mudidih.
The truck was also going to other villages

to fillup the truck.
The product performace demand was not
much as they are used as one time storage

boxes for carrying chicken. Due to the
competition from other villages the

craftpersons were not in a position to
increase the cost of the basket.
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Strategy for Mudidih

Since the craftpersons were mainly engaged
in rough, cheap baskets their skills were

limited. They had the expertise in making
long strips. Coil technique using the small

machines and new  tools was kept as main
theme.

Waste Paper Baskets, Multipurpose
Baskets, Small Baskets and woven plates
using the moulds were also introduced, as

they could be sold in Ranchi market.
Coil technique tea coasters plates and

bowls have a good market potential as
Ranchi is nearby.

There are  five villages around with Mahuli
community working in bamboo craft.

Once the Mudidih unit works well it can
spread into these 5 villages as INDAL

company is covering all these villages in
their village development programmes.

Prof A G Rao met the General Manager of
the company who appreciated the efforts of
IIT-B and was willing to help other villages.
However Mr Basu who was incharge of the
development programme was not available.

Baskets collected by the contracter from the village

Planning for the Workshop

The entire  team at bambu studio details out the
intricacies of the workshop well in advance. The
details planned and the requirements for the workshop
are telephonically canveyed and also faxed to the
NGO concerned.
Our  team reached Ranchi  a day before the
commencement of the workshop. They  helped the
NGO to purchase the chemicals like Borax and Boric
acid  (which are required for treatment) at Ranchi.
local procurements help NGOs to continue the work
later. Prices at Mumbai are also told to them so that
they can procure  the right chemicals at viable prices.
Quite often Laboratory  grade chemicals are sold at
much higher prices. Industrial grade chemicals are
recommended as they are cheaper and adequate for
the purpose..
.
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Day-1: 2nd May 04

9 to 10 am Registration
10 to 11 am Inauguration Sanjay Kumar Sharma

New Scope for Bamboo Craft Prof. AGR
11 to 1 pm Introduction to Tool Kit Tools

+ Machines Demo + Practice    Rudrapaul
1 to 2 pm Lunch Break
2 to 3 pm Practice session RP, Gangamma
3 to 4 pm Treatment with Borax Boric acid Gangamma + RP
4 to 5 pm Review Ajay, AGR

Day-2: 3rd May 04

9 to 10 am Treatment for fungus + insects
+ Production Planning AGR

10 to 12 Katha + Tea
12 to 1 pm Group formation A, B, C
1 to 2 pm Lunch Break
2 to 4 pm Combination – 1 GMA, RP, KS
4 to 5 pm Review AGR, AJD

Day – 3: 4th May 04

9 to 10 am Moulds, Jigs, Fixture AGR, AJD
10 to 1 pm Combination-1
1 to 2 pm Lunch Break
2 to 4 pm Combination-1
4 to 5 pm Review

Day-4: 5th May 04

9 to 10 am Measurements, spacing,Drawing Ajay Desai
10 to 1 pm Combination-2 AJD
1 to 2 pm Lunch Break
2 to 4 pm Combination-2 AJD
4 to 5 pm Review

Day-5 6th May 04

9 to 10 am Finishing Sand paper block AJD
10 to 1 pm           Dyeing with Haldi
Combination –2
Finishing work
1 to 2 pm Lunch Break
2 to 4 pm Combination-3
4 to 5 pm  Review

Day-6: 7th May 04

9 to 10 am Strains/Demo
Smoke finish
10 to 1 pm Combination-3
1 to 2 pm Lunch Break
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2 to 4 pm Combination-3
4 to 5 pm Review

Day-7: 8th May 04

9 to 1 pm Finishing of all products
1 to 2 pm Lunch Break
2 to 5 pm Review
Feed back

Combination-1:
A      B       C

Waste Paper Basket Coil technique Tea Coaster
-Gangamma + Tea coaster                    + Bowl

+ Plate                               - Rudrapaul-
- Krishna

Combination-2:

A B                                              C
Coil technique Waste Paper Basket Coil Technique,
+ Tea coaster - Gangamma Round Tray

                                                   - Krishna                                             - Rudrapaul

Combination-3:
A B                                             C

                                                        News Paper Basket Coil Technique Small Basket
-  Gangamma  Krishna                          - Rudrapaul
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List Of Participants.

Group-A:
1. Mr. Kailash Mohali  (Leader)
2. Ms. Lakshimani Devi
3. Ms. Somwari Kumari
4. Mr. Pintu Mohali
5. Ms. Mohani Devi
6. Mr. Jayadhu Mohali
7. Ms. Sudevi
8. Ms. Kunti Kumari
9. Mr. Prayag Mohali
Group-B:
10. Ms. Anjana Devi
11. Mr. Sanjay Mohali
12. Ms. Poornima Devi
13. Ms. Somali Devi
14. Mr. Gorang Mohali
15. Mr. Sandesh Mohali
16. Ms. Uttara Devi
17. Ms. Shabani Devi
18. Ms. Panwa Devi
Group-C:
19. Ms. Devika Devi
20. Ms. Radhi Devi
21. Mr. Ravi Mohali
22. Ms. Usha Minj
23. Mr. Pooran Mohali
24. Ms. Manjuda Devi
25. Ms. Binati Devi
26. Ms. Sarathi Devi
27. Mr. Balram Mohali
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Group AKailash Mahuli
can read/write

35 yrs old
2000Rs monthly

1 daughter

Lakhimani devi
can read/write

30 yrs old
w/o  kailash mahali

          Somwari kumari
studied up to s.s.c

15 yrs old
D/o of kailash mahali

Kunti kumari
can read/write

12 yrs old

Prayag Mahuli
can read/write

30 yrs old

Sudevi
can read/write

30 yrs old
W/o of jaydhan mahali

working in bamboo for 15 yrs

Pintu Mahuli
Stuidied up tos.s.c

16 yrs old
Son of jaydhan mahali

Mohani Devi
can read/write
35yrs old

Jaydhan Mahuli
can read/write

30yrs old
4 daughters,1 Son
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Group  B
Anjana Devi

can read/write
29 yrs old.
2 children

Sanjay mahuli
studied up to 7th std

22 yrs old

 Poornima Devi
studied up to S.S.C

19 yrs old.
never done bamboo work

,learning from others

Uttara Devi
can read/write

age not known.

Sabani Devi
can’t  read/write
age not known.

Panwa Devi
can’t  read/write
age not known.

Gorang  Mahuli
studied up to 5th std

35 yrs old.
H/o of somali devi

Sandesh  Mahuli
studied up to 9th std

21 yrs old.

Somali Devi
no euducational

background
30 yrs old.
4 children
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Group C

Balram mahuli
Studied up to 5th std

can’t read/write
55 yrs old

3000Rs income per month

Binati devi
 can’t read/write
 2 children

Manjuda Devi
no educational background
2 children

Pooran Mahuli
7th pass

21 yrs old.
1 child

Ravi
Mahuli

studying 10th

14 yrs old

Usha Minj
studied up to 12th std

26 yrs old
just started bamboo work

Dewaki  Devi
7th std ,can read/write

Radhii devi
Studied up to 3rd std

 can write name
can’t read

Sarathi Devi
can’t read/write

50 yrs old.
6 children
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Inagural Session

Inaugral session started off with a simple
worship by the craftpersons in their

traditional way. A local minister was expected
to come but a message was received that he

was unable to come due to some other
urgent work. there were representatives of
PROPACE, INDAL and KVIC. Mini tool

kits were given to the 27 participants.
The mini tool kit was given in a special

canvas bag along with specially prepared
course material printed in Hindi. This booklet

contained the day by day programme with
hourly schedules, as well as use of Mini Tool

Kit explained in Hindi with sketches. Most of
the participants were unable to read, but they

could relate to the tools easily through
sketchs given in the booklet. The NGO

facilitaters at the field level appreciated the
writeup being in Hindi as they could read it

and explain to the craftpersons after the
workshop, whenever required.

PROPACE representatives as  well as
IDC team distributed the bags  to each of the

participantsBharat   who works for the rural
develoment   on behest of INDAL managed

the event involving all the people.
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The first session started
with the video of tool kit
being shown on the lap-

top computer.
 Many of the craft

persons were seeing the
computer for the first

time. They all watched
with full attention.

Prof.A.G..Rao presented
the large scope for

bamboo products. A
power point presentation

of IDC products were
shown on lap top along

with product samples.

Talks in the session
Talks were given using power

point on
lap-top. As the electric

connection was not available
initially the talks were divided

into small sessions.
Following topics were covered.

 1.Introduction to hand tools and
Machines

 2.New scope for bamboo
products

 3.Production planning and
costing

 4.Finishing,treatments and
colouring with natural dyes.
 5.Use of Moulds, jigs and

fixtures.
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Tool  kit Tools
A Video on tool kit tools was

shown in the first session.
Tools were demonstrated by

 Rudrapal and Krishna.
Many of the tool kit tools were

new to them. IDC gauge, Pruning-
saw, Multipurpose knife and fine

splitting knife were highly
appreciated once they started

using them. It is the first time such
specific tools which they could
relate were introduced to them

along with training.

The afternoon sessions was also
utilised to make strips to size. The
requirement for the strips required
for the workshop was given to the
NGO before hand, but the strips
were not made. IDC group has
been adopting the strategy of
getting the basic strips before the
workshop, so that workshop time
is more effevtively utilised in
learning the use of new tools and
techniques. Preparing the strips to
size was also required before
colouring them with natural dyes.
To overcome the problems 2
additional craftpersons who were
not attending the workshop were
requisitioned.  However it was
difficult to get the additional
craftpersons at that time.So the
participants agreed to work late
night in their homes and prepare
the strips for the next day.
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IDC Machines

The four machines
      -Splitting Machine

                       -Width Sizer
                       -Thickness Sizer

                       -IDC Sander
were seen by the participants for the first

time. After little practice they got to use the
machines.Two tables were made before

hand as per the drawings sent. The
machines were mounted on these tables.

The width sizer and IDC Sander
were  liked and got used extensively in the

Finishes
Finishes play a signifcant role

in product get up. Brief
presentation was made

covering various aspects of
finishing from raw material to

final marketing of the end
product and the care to be

taken at each stage.
Alum treatment for

prevention of fungus and
borax boric acid treatment

for prevention of insect
attack were demonstrated.

Colouring of bamboo strips
with various natural dyes

was shown .Craftpersons
participated in dyeing yellow
with Haldi, brown1 with tea-

leavesas well as brown2
with Kattha.
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Use of Moulds and Jigs

 The use and importance of Moulds
was  explained in a visual presentation

using Lap Top.
Participants used 2D moulds for

making rims of plates.
3D moulds were used for  bowls

made with Coil technique.
Concept of knock down moulds was

demonstrated. Particpants  themselves
assembled a knockdown mould for

waste paper basket as seen in the
pictures.
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Working in Groups
3 groups A,B.C were formed. One

instructor was attached to each
group. Each group after making one
product in Combination ! moved to

the pther products in Combination 2
and combination3.. Craftpersons

who were learning faster moved to
new products. others  spent more

time in finishing  to their satisfaction.
Making multi purpose basket

involved Colouring with natural dyes,
weaving and making rim to size

using moulds.
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Waste paper basket was taken

by another group.Simple
weaving is used in this basket

with two moulds. bottom has a
round mould above which a
knockdown mould is used.

Colour stips with Katha and
Haldi are added at the rims.
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Coil technique products.

Coil technique is new to the
craft groups..It has wide potential

for bamboo craft. Tea-coasters,
Plates and Bowls can be made  in

coil technique. Finishing after drying
is an important operation in coil

technique which is new to
craftpersons. A specially developed
scrapper is given in the mini tool kit
to each craft person.The scrapper

effectively saves ‘sand paper’ which
is an expensive consumable.
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Output of the Workshop

The craft group got more and more involved as
the  days passed .They started getting excited

as tye new products started  taking shape.
more and more visitors started coming

including craftpersons from the neighbouring
villages. Craftpersons worked late into the

night, with a kersene lantern. Last day a bulb
connection was made so that they could work
comfortably. Electric connection was already

there and there is no shortage of electricity due
to the presence of Aluminum factory which

needs stady electric supply.

An old craftperson from the
village was curious toknow

how the  new basket was
made.A deep change was

taking place in the
consciosness of the craft

community.
New things were happening

to their age old profession
which has not seen change

for generations.
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Visit of Minister

Industries minister who hails from the
same area visited the workshop on the

day after the workshop and showed
considerable interest.

He was keen on the programme
spreading to the nearby villages.

He saw the finished products and
appreciated the efforts put in the

workshop. workshop

Feed back and what next?

A  ‘What next?’ session was held. Serious discussions
took place . Craftsmen said , if they make new things
their old business will be lost. A suggession was made
by prof. rao that they should initially  spend limited time
for the new products. As they build up the business in
the new peoducts they can reduce the old business as
the earning inthe old business was low.
Most of the craftpersons agreed to plough back part of
the compensation they got for the
workshop.PROPACE agreed to market their products
and hel the craftpersons in supply of chemicals for
treatment etc,.Detailed discussions were held on
Costing of the products till late in the evening.Problems
like procuring raw bamboo together also got some
solutions from the group itself.Craftpersons also
requested for further services of Rudrapal if they have
to meet bigger orders.prof.Rao promised to give all
possible help and asked PROPACE to be in touch with
him.He also suggested that they should be in touch with
KVIC office at Ranchi, as they have the mandate to
take things further.
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LIST OF THINGS GIVEN TO MUDIDIH AFTER THE WORKSHOP.

MOULDS
1 Tea Coaster 03 Nos.
2 Round Tray Outside 04 Nos.
3 Round Tray Inside 04 Nos.
4 Waste paper Basket (Checking) 08 Nos.
5 Waste paper Basket(base) 08 Nos.
6 Small Basket Paper basket 06 Nos.
7 Rim 05 Nos.
8 Checking 05 Nos.
9 Base 05 Nos.
10 Rim height checking 1 No.
11 News paper Basket Rim 05 Nos.
12 Coil Technique Tray(12”) 03 Nos.
11 Bowls Big 02 Nos.
12 Bowls Small Coil Technique 02 Nos.
13 Checking Mould 04 Nos.

TOOL KIT
14 Tool Kit 02 Bags.

SMALL MACHINES
15 Splitting Machine 02 Nos.
16 Width Sizer 02 Nos.
17 Thickness Sizer 02 Nos.
18 Hand Sander 02 Nos.
19 Hand Grinder 01Nos.
20 Radial Splitter 01 Nos.
21 Bamboo Cutting block 02 Nos.

CENTRE  PIECE
22 Coasters centre piece 25 Nos.
23 Tray centre piece 30 Nos.

CHEMICALS
24 Katha 250 gms.
25 Potassium di Chromate 270 gms.
26 Copper Sulphate 135 gms.
27 Boric acid 10 Kgs.
28 Borax 10 Kgs.

MISCELLANEOUS
29 Roller 01 Nos.
30 Sand Paper set 4 sets
31 Rope 2 Bundls
32 Tray Ply 16 nos.
33 Tea 1.250 kgs.
34 Haldi 200 gms.
35 Saw Dust 1.500 Kgs.
36 Photo cutter (18”) 1 No.
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The team

Prof.A.G.Rao
Shri Niranjan Rudrapal
Shrimati Gangamma Gowda.
Ajay Desai

Prof.Rao has wide experience and international
exposure in Design and Bamboo craft.

Rudrapal is a skilled craftsman from Tripura
working in bambU studio for the last three years.

Gangamma is an expert craftperson from
Mumbai, belonginging to the craft community in
Karnataka.

Ajay  student final year IDC working on
bamboo project

Other Members of the BamboU  Team IDC
IITB

Poornima Shenoy designer BamboU
StudioIDC IITB.

Sanjiv Moghe Designer has been a professional
in printing technology before joining the BambU
Studio.

Mr John PA to Prof A G Rao.
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BambU Studio
Industrial Design Centre
IIT-B
Mmbai 400076
tel:- 022- 2 576 4824, 2 576 7828


